
YMCA Brand Guidelines at a Glance

The YMCA Brand at a Glance
The YMCA brand is the first thing that comes to mind when someone hears the name 'YMCA,' whether they realize it or not. This 
is why it’s important that our brand reflects our mission. We know that our brand is more than a logo, a set of graphics, or fonts. 
Our brand represents the trust we have built and it speaks to the history of our organization, and the communities we serve. This 
document provides a high-level overview of the YMCA Brand Guidelines. Please refer to the complete set of guidelines for more 
guidance on the information provided here.

Building healthy communities through the power of belonging.

Our Brand Positioning

For those who believe that a successful community must be an inclusive community, 
the YMCA is a powerful association of people joined together by a shared passion to 
foster a sense of belonging for all. The YMCA ensures that each individual has access 
to the essentials needed to learn, grow, and thrive. 

Though the world may be unpredictable, the YMCA remains a constant: dedicated to 
building healthy, strong, and connected communities where everyone belongs.

Our Brand Personality
Our brand attributes are human characteristics informed by our values that 
describe our brand personality. Our brand personality informs our tone 
and manner, and guides our interactions and communications with all 
audiences, both external and internal.

Brand positioning statement

Brand attributes
Welcoming, Caring, Resourceful, Open, Fun

Our Brand Experience

How they feel 
Welcomed, encouraged, 
connected, and safe

What they become 
Accomplished, resilient,  
healthy, and hopeful

Who they are 
Respected, confident,  
engaged, and empowered

By fulfilling our brand promise, our stakeholders experience these life-changing benefits:

Our Core Offerings
YMCA Child Care

YMCA Youth Engagement

YMCA Camps

YMCA Health, Fitness & Aquatics

YMCA Education & Training

YMCA Employment Services

YMCA Community Initiatives

YMCA Global Initiatives

YMCA Opportunities to Give

YMCA BRAND CAMP TIP

Visit us at intranet.ymca.ca

Register for an account to 
access our full YMCA Brand 
Guidelines and other brand 
assets.
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Our Verbal Identity
What we say and how we say it are important elements to consider when it 
comes to conveying the YMCA position. How we express ourselves verbally is 
just as essential to the YMCA brand as visual elements like our logo and tagline. 

Our Tone of Voice
Our tone of voice helps us make a connection with our audience in an 
engaging, informative, and inspiring manner. Essentially, it guides how we 
sound when we communicate in both written and verbal formats.

Our Six Audiences
Our key messages are directed at six critical high level audiences.  
Each of these audiences may have sub-segments that need specific 
messaging.

External audiences

Members & 
Participants
Existing and prospective

Donors
Existing and prospective

Media

Partners & Government

Internal audiences

Staff Volunteers

Our tone of voice is casual, respectful, and 
enthusiastic.

The YMCA Name
The YMCA is a name, not an acronym. This means that the YMCA name should 
always be written in uppercase letters without periods after each letter.

YMCA Y.M.C.A.

Using the Letter 'Y'
The letter Y plays a prominent role in our brand with many cases where our name is shortened to simply 'the Y.'  
To protect the integrity of this association, we want to be careful when using the letter Y. Never use the brandmark to replace the letter Y.

As a Name

When George first came 
to the Y, he felt an instant 
connection with the staff.

As a Substitute for 'Why' As a Substitute for the 'y' Sound

Y We Are Here
We Are Here

Y’d World of Sports
COMMUNIT

Corporate, Government, Other Not-for-
Profits, Community leaders

When communicating with your audience, you should:
• Use first person (we, our, us) and second person (you, your) when 

appropriate to maintain a conversational feel
• Speak with enthusiasm about what we do, why we do it, and who we do it 

for
• Use vibrant, positive, upbeat language
• Use relevant and inspiring stories about our members, donors, staff, and 

volunteers to bring messages to life
• Use short, clear sentences
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Our Visual Identity

Approved Versions 

Our visual identity is a distinctive set of elements that represent the YMCA brand. 
Using a consistent visual identity helps people recognize the YMCA and reinforces our brand promise.

YMCA 
Dark 
Red

2 colours on 
dark background

2 colours on 
white background
(preferred)

1 colour red

White on dark 
background

Black

2 colours on 
dark background

2 colours on 
white background
(preferred)

1 colour red

White on dark 
background

Black

PANTONE® 1815
C0 M97 Y100 K50 
R138 G16 B5
HTML# 8A1005

PANTONE® 185
C0 M91 Y76 K0
R238 G61 B67
HTML# E00034

Our Brandmark Our Tagline Graphic

Minimum clear space

X

Brandmark colour
Uses YMCA Dark 
and Bright Red.

YMCA 
Bright 
Red

Minimum size 

Printed 
Media

¼"
On-screen 
Use

30 pixels

The brandmark should 
always be used larger 
than the minimum size 
whenever possible.

Improper brandmark usage
Don't condense, 
expand or 
distort

Don't change 
the colour of 
the elements

Don't use on a 
background that 
impairs readability

Our masterbrand tagline captures our brand essence in a few memorable 
words. When using the tagline, only use approved artwork files and never 
type the tagline out using YMCA script font.

• The tagline is available in all colours 
in the YMCA colour palette

• Never use the tagline without the 
presence of the brandmark

• The size of the tagline is determined 
by matching the height of the 
capitals in the tagline

Minimum clear space
The minimum clear space required around the tagline is the equivalent of 
the height of the uppercase 'B' in the word Building or the uppercase 'P' in 
Plein.

x x

Positioning the elements

• The brandmark, name, and tagline should all 
occupy different corners of the format

• The preferred placement of the YMCA logo is 
the top left corner

• Each element should align horizontally or 
vertically with the elements in other corners

• In this example, the top of the logo aligns 
with the top of the name and the left side 
of the logo aligns with the left side of the 
tagline

YMCA of
Greater Vancouver
Robert Lee YMCA

X

X

• Only use approved artwork files
• Preferred: use the two colour version on a white 

background
• Other approved versions: the white brandmark on 

a dark background or the brandmark in black
• The brandmark should be positioned according to 

brand guidelines

• No graphic or typographic elements should encroach 
on the minimum clear space

• The minimum clear space is determined by the width 
of the stem of the 'Y' symbol

• Leaving more than the minimum clear space is 
encouraged
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Our Typography
Systemic use of typography is vital for creating a consistent visual 
presentation across different communication materials.

abcdefgh
Myriad Pro

abcdefgh
Calibri

abcdefgh
YMCA Script

• Myriad Pro is used in external and professionally 
designed and printed materials

• Calibri is used in place of Myriad Pro in desktop 
produced applications such as letters, memos, and 
PowerPoint presentations

• YMCA Script custom font is used only for expressive 
headlines, callouts, or quotes

Open Sans

abcdefgh
Arial

abcdefgh

Our Colour Palette
Next to our brandmark, colour is the most recognizable element of our visual 
system.

Primary colour palette

Secondary colour palette

• Our brandmark, tagline, Association 
names, and program descriptors are 
used only in the primary brand colour

• The primary colour palette should 
always be used at full strength

• The secondary colour palette can 
appear as gradients

• To ensure web accessibility, both 
colour palettes should be WCAG 2.0 AA 
compliant when using various copy and 
colour combinations

Our Graphic Device
Our graphic device helps aid in the recognition of our brand and can also 
help to add a personal touch to materials.

• Use only approved artwork to reproduce the 
painted edge graphic device

• The painted edge graphic device may use any 
colour from the colour palette either as flat colours 
or with gradients

• Artwork for the painted graphic device is available 
in horizontal, vertical, and square formats

• The painted graphic device can be scaled to a 
desired size but should not be used on an angle

• A straight edge version of the graphic device is also 
acceptable

Painted edge graphic

Straight edge

Our Photography
The focus of our photos should always be on the people in the photo. Our 
photos should always be colourful, vibrant, authentic, natural, positive, and 
set in real environments.

*Always have subjects sign a National Photo & Video Release Waiver.

Primary photo style: YMCA Community
Focuses on a group of people interacting with 
each other while participating in YMCA programs.

• When using apps and/or web-based programs that 
do not have Myriad Pro or Calibri as font options, use 
either Open Sans or Arial

• YMCA Script is not available as a web font and should 
be avoided on web-based applications other than 
when being used as a graphic

Alternate photo style: Individual Impact
Focuses on a single individual in a portrait type 
setting.

Very limited use photo style: Impersonal
Used only when an image of the subject is not 
available.
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Our Brand in Digital Environments
Adherence to the YMCA Brand Guidelines doesn't stop when you are engaging with your audience digitally. People are increasingly 
looking to interact with us online, and we need to make sure that our websites and social media channels maintain the YMCA brand.

Profile Pictures Social Media Posts Email Signatures

• Use the YMCA brandmark as your profile 
picture whenever possible

• Use the full colour brandmark on a white 
background or the white brandmark on a full 
colour background from our brand colour 
palette

• Ensure the brandmark is properly sized 
and formatted for the platform so that the 
brandmark displays correctly

• Since the required clear space around the 
brandmark cannot always be achieved, ensure 
there is sufficient white space so that the 
edges of the brandmark do not touch the sides 
of the frame or extend beyond

• Do not use the graphic device to frame the 
brandmark

• Ensure that any graphics used follow brand 
guidelines

• Ensure you have permission from the subjects 
before sharing photos or videos

• Remember to write using our tone of voice
• Remember that social communication from 

the Y should help build the brand, increase 
capacity, and enhance collaboration

• Ensure your email signature includes 
information that helps identify you as the 
sender, as well as provide contact details

• Avoid including graphics as part of your 
signature as many email clients and browsers 
will automatically block images

• Use Calibri font in the same size as the default 
body text for your email program

• Bold your name
• Use YMCA Bright Red font for the Association 

Name
• Note that while campaign taglines are 

appropriate, sales promotions should be 
avoided as they may be considered as part 
of a commercial electronic message, which 
is subject to Canada's Anti-Spam Legislation 
regulations

New emails
First Name Last Name, Designation
Job Title
 
Association Name | Location Name (if required)
Street Address   City, Province   Postal Code
T: ###-###-####   M: ###-###-####   E: email@address.com
website.ca     Facebook     Twitter 
 
Special Message (YMCA Bright Blue, Calibri, Bold, 11 point)

Replies and forwards
First Name Last Name, Designation
Job Title
Association Name | Branch Name   
T: ###-###-####   M: ###-###-####   E: email@address.com

Stylizing hashtags
When displaying hashtags on 
materials, YMCA should be in all caps 
with the first letter of subsequent 
words capitalized as well.

Hashtags should always be written in 
Myriad Pro, Calibri, or a suitable font 
alternative.

Examples:
#YMCA
#YMCAItStartsHere
#YMCAPeaceWeek
#ThisisY
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Using local sub-brands
The masterbrand approach should be used in most cases and the creation of a 
sub-brand should be avoided whenever possible. However, when a sub-brand is 
required, the YMCA Brand Guidelines must be followed. 

Our National Sub-brands
In limited cases, we strategically use sub-brands to differentiate 
and build equity in a particular program, event, or initiative. Unlike 
campaigns, sub-brands are not time-limited and require ongoing 
support.

YMCA Peace Week YMCA Healthy Kids Day YMCA Strong Kids

• Use of the YMCA Peace Week tagline, including 
artwork files and colours, should always follow 
brand guidelines

• The date for YMCA Peace Week can be 
included as a lock-up with the YMCA Peace 
Week graphic or as a stand-alone element by 
following brand guidelines

• Preferred sizing and positioning of the graphic 
and tagline should always follow brand 
guidelines

During the third week of November every year, 
YMCA Peace Week celebrates the presence of 
peace in our communities, and reflects on the 
peace-building work that happens all year both 
inside and outside the YMCA.

YMCA Healthy Kids Day is a national day dedicated 
to improving the health and well-being of kids, 
usually celebrated on the Sunday of the last 
weekend of April.

• YMCA Healthy Kids Day does not have a 
distinct tagline

• Both the YMCA brandmark and the YMCA 
Healthy Kids Day graphic should be included 
on all related materials whenever possible

• The brandmark should be positioned 
according to brand guidelines on all YMCA 
Healthy Kids Day materials

• Ideally, the graphic should be placed in a 
separate corner from the brandmark

• The height of the graphic should always be at 
least the same height as the brandmark

YMCA Strong Kids is a fundraising campaign 
focused on raising resources to give kids the 
opportunity to lead healthier, happier lives.

• YMCA Strong Kids does not have a distinct 
tagline

• The standard colour version of the YMCA 
Strong Kids graphic should be used in 
advertising, brochures, or websites

• Alternate colour versions of the graphic may 
be used for promotional items such as T-shirts

• In instances where the full colour versions 
of the graphic are problematic, an approved 
simplified colour version may be used

• The graphic should be used separate from the 
YMCA brandmark
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